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NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM DETAILS

FLOOD PROTECTION SUMMARY

This section describes the protection criteria for flood protection. This section provides an overview of the flood protection designs and the criteria used to determine the design parameters. The flood protection designs are based on the flood hazard map and the flood protection criteria established by the regulatory agency.

Flood Protection Design Considerations

The flood protection design considerations include the following:

1. Flood hazard map: The flood hazard map is used to determine the flood protection criteria.

2. Regulatory agency: The flood protection criteria are established by the regulatory agency.

3. Design considerations: The design considerations include the flood protection design method, the flood protection design criteria, and the flood protection design parameters.

Flood Protection Design Method

The flood protection design method includes the following:

1. Design basis: The design basis includes the flood protection design criteria and the flood protection design parameters.

2. Flood protection design criteria: The flood protection design criteria include the flood protection design parameters.

3. Flood protection design parameters: The flood protection design parameters include the flood protection design load, the flood protection design height, and the flood protection design width.

Flood Protection Design Criteria

The flood protection design criteria include the following:

1. Flood protection design load: The flood protection design load is determined by the flood hazard map and the regulatory agency.

2. Flood protection design height: The flood protection design height is determined by the flood protection design load and the regulatory agency.

3. Flood protection design width: The flood protection design width is determined by the flood protection design height and the regulatory agency.

Flood Protection Design Parameters

The flood protection design parameters include the following:

1. Flood protection design load: The flood protection design load is determined by the flood hazard map and the regulatory agency.

2. Flood protection design height: The flood protection design height is determined by the flood protection design load and the regulatory agency.

3. Flood protection design width: The flood protection design width is determined by the flood protection design height and the regulatory agency.

Flood Protection Design Summary

The flood protection design summary includes the following:

1. Flood protection design method: The flood protection design method includes the design basis, the flood protection design criteria, and the flood protection design parameters.

2. Flood protection design criteria: The flood protection design criteria include the flood protection design load, the flood protection design height, and the flood protection design width.

3. Flood protection design parameters: The flood protection design parameters include the flood protection design load, the flood protection design height, and the flood protection design width.